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Abstract
Call the set S1   St t-dimensional m-box if jSij=m for every i=1; : : : ; t. Let Rt(m; r) be
the smallest integer R such that for every r-coloring of t-fold cartesian product of [R], one can
nd a monochromatic t-dimensional m-box. We give a lower and an upper bound for Rt(m; r).
We also consider the discrepancy problem connected to this set-system. Among other bounds,
we prove that the discrepancy of the hypergraph of all one-dimensional m-boxes in [R] [R] is
equal to (R3=2) for m a constant fraction (less than 12 ) of R. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Box; Grid; Ramsey theory; Discrepancy
1. Introduction and results
In this article we investigate the problem of coloring a t-dimensional grid. This raises
two types of questions: Ramsey-theory asks for conditions that imply the existence of
a monochromatic box, discrepancy theory asks for the maximal deviation that occurs
in one box.
To be more precise: Let R;m; t 2 N . Denote by [R] the set f1; 2; : : : ; Rg and by [R]t
the t-fold cartesian product of [R] with itself (note that this notation is dierent from
the one in [5]). A t-dimensional m-box in [R]t is a set B = S1      St such that
Si [R] and jSij= m for all i 2 [t].
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Denition 1.1. For nonnegative integers m; r; t we dene Rt(m; r) to be the least R
such that for any function
f : [R]t ! [r];
called r-coloring, or coloring, there exist a monochromatic m-box in [R]t .
We show that for suciently large m
1
4e2mr
(mt−1)=(m−1)t6Rt(m; r)6

m+
m2
rm−1

rm
t−1
:
Referring to [7, p. 28], we note that Rt(m; r) is the Product Ramsey Number PRN
(m; k; r; t) in the case k=1. Here PRN(m; k; r; t) is the general Product Ramsey Number
R(r; t; k1; : : : ; kt ;m1; : : : ; mt) where k1 =   = kt = k and m1 =   = mt = m.
For the second question let us shortly introduce the general setting combinatorial
discrepancy theory that deals with:
Denition 1.2. Let H = (X;E) denote a nite hypergraph. Here X is a nite set,
called vertices, and E is a family of subsets of X , called hyperedges. In this setting,
a coloring of H is a mapping f : X ! f−1;+1g. For a hyperedge E 2 E dene
f(E) =
P
x2E f(x). The discrepancy of H is dened by
disc(H) = min
f:X!f−1;+1g
max
E2E
jf(E)j:
Discrepancy measures the maximal occurring imbalance with respect to an optimal
coloring. For a deeper understanding we would like to recommend the invaluable survey
of Beck and Sos [2]. Note that this framework only deals with two colors. A multi-color
setting is investigated in [3].
In the second part of this article we estimate the discrepancy of the two-dimensional
m-boxes. We show that if m is a constant fraction (smaller than 12 ) of R we have a
discrepancy of (m3=2). This exhibits a dierent phenomenon compared to the above
Ramsey-type results: Already for m relatively large, we have a rather imbalanced
m-box. We also investigate the behavior of the discrepancy in between this case and
the monochromatic (‘Ramsey’-) case and estimate the discrepancy of the hypergraph
of all boxes in [R]2. The precise results are collected in Section 4.
2. A lower bound for Rt(m; r)
Using the probabilistic method we will give a lower bound for Rt(m; r): This im-
proves the bound given in [4, Corollary 12:5 p. 65] (by Erd}os in 1965, also by prob-
abilistic methods). Our argument is based on a standard application of the following
Lovasz Local Lemma [1, Corollary 1:2 p. 55].
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Theorem 2.1. Let A1; A2; : : : ; An be events in some probability space. Suppose that
each event Ai is mutually independent of the set of all but d events Aj; and that
P(Ai)6p for all 16i6n: If ep(d+ 1)61; then P(
Tn
i=1 A
c
i )> 0:
We show:
Theorem 2.2. For m; r; t>2 we have
Rt(m; r)>
1
4e2
mr(m
t−1)=(m−1)t :
Proof. Let us consider a uniform random r-coloring f of the t-dimensional R-box:
P(f( ~x) = i) = 1=r for every ~x 2 Rt and i 2 [r]:
For every t-dimensional m-box S, let AS be the event that S is monochromatic. Then
P(AS) = r−m
t+1:
Clearly every event AS is mutually independent of all the events AS0 but those with
S \ S 0 6= ;: Let S = S1      St and S 0 = S 01      S 0t : For every i=1; : : : ; t we have
exactly ( Rm) − (R−mm ) possibilities to choose the m-set S 0i with Si \ S 0i 6= ;: Thus, the
total number of t-dimensional m-boxes that intersect S is equal to
d=

R
m

−

R− m
m
t
:
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that ep(d + 1)61 implies the existence of a coloring
of the t-dimensional R-box with no monochromatic t-dimensional m-box. Therefore,
Rt(m; r) is greater than the largest R, which satises
er−m
t+1
 
R
m

−

R− m
m
t
+ 1
!
61: (1)
Since ( ab) + (
a
b−1 ) = (
a+1
b ) we get
R
m

−

R− m
m

=
mX
i=1

R− i + 1
m

−

R− i
m

=
mX
i=1

R− i
m− 1

;
hence, since (m− 1)!> ((m− 1)=e)m−1, we get
R
m

−

R− m
m

<m

R− 1
m− 1

<m

e(R− 1)
m− 1
m−1
:
If we let T = m(e(R − 1)=(m − 1))m−1, then the above inequality and (1) imply that
Rt(m; r) is greater than the largest R that satises er−m
t+1(T t + 1)61, that is to say
Rt(m; r)>

1
e
rm
t−1 − 1
1=t(m−1) m− 1
e
1
m−1pm + 1:
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Since r; t>2 we have (1=e)rm
t−1−1> (1=2e)rmt−1. Also since (m−1)=( m−1pm)>m=2p2
for m>2 we get
Rt(m; r)>

1
2e
rm
t−1
1=t(m−1) m
2e
p
2
= r(m
t−1)=[(m−1)t]

1
2
1=t(m−1)
e−1=t(m−1)−1
m
2
p
2
>
1
4e2
mr(m
t−1)=[(m−1)t]
which yields required inequality.
3. An upper bound for Rt(m; r)
Clearly for any m and r we have R1(m; r) = (m − 1)r + 1 by usual pigeon{hole
principle. Hence we will study Rt(m; r) for t>2.
In order to get an upper bound for Rt(m; r) we will establish an upper bound for a
function Pt(m; r) which we know is larger than Rt(m; r):
Denition 3.1. For m; r; t>2 let Pt(m; r) be the least integer R such that every dRt=re-
element subset of [R]t contains a t-dimensional m-box S1     St where each Si has
m elements.
 Clearly Rt(m; r)6Pt(m; r).
 We will bound Pt(m; r) for large m, by induction on the dimension t.
Denition 3.2. Dene the following:
1. For a nonnegative t 2 N let
1;t−1 : [R]t ! [R]t−1
1;t−1(i1; : : : ; it) = (i1; : : : ; it−1);
t : [R]t ! [R]
t(i1; : : : ; it) = it
be the projection onto the rst t − 1 coordinates, and the very last coordinate,
respectively.
2. For a subset M  [R]t and ~= (i1; : : : ; it−1) 2 [R]t−1 let
M ~ =M \ −11;t−1(i1; : : : ; it−1):
Hence we get a disjoint partition of M as M =
S
~2[R]t−1 M ~.
Let f : [R]t ! [r] be a coloring function. By the pigeon{hole principle, there is a
subset S  [R]t such that jSj>dRt=re that receives the same color by f. For each
~ 2 [R]t−1 let s ~ = jS ~j. Trivially there are exactly ( s ~m) m-sets of S ~; hence, the total
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number of m-sets of jSj, that are mapped to a singleton under 1;t−1, isX
~2[R]t−1

s ~
m

:
Call the set of these m-sets S(m). Note that
P
s ~ = jSj>Rt=r.
The idea for getting an upper bound for Pt(m; r) is to introduce an extra integer
variable x on [R]. To ensure that at least dRt−1=xe elements of S(m) are mapped to the
same m-set of [R] under t , we must haveX
~2[R]t−1

s ~
m

>

Rt−1
x

− 1

R
m

+ 1;
since the total number of m-sets in [R] is ( Rm), and hence it suces thatX
~2[R]t−1

s ~
m

>
Rt−1
x

R
m

: (2)
On the other hand, to ensure that the image of these dRt−1=xe elements of S(m) in
[R]t−1 under 1;t−1 contains a (t − 1)-dimensional m-box, by Denition 3.1 we must
have
R>Pt−1(m; x): (3)
Hence, if both (2) and (3) are satised then, we can be rest assured that there is a
t-dimensional monochromatic m-box in [R]t .
We will use conditions (2) and (3) to get an upper bound for Pt(m; r). First we
have two technical lemmas. For convenience, let us, for a xed integer m, dene the
real function
x
m

=
( x(x−1)(x−m+1)
m! if x>m− 1;
0 otherwise:
The rst lemma and its proof can be found in [4, Lemma 12:2 p. 59]:
Lemma 3.3. For xed m and C let x1; : : : ; xn be real positive variables subjected to
the constraint x1 +    + xn>C. Then
Pn
i=1(
xi
m )
 reaches its minimum value when
x1 =   = xn.
The second lemma deals with polynomials in one variable:
Lemma 3.4. For positive integers m; r>1 and a real number  2 ]0; 1[; the largest
real solution of the polynomial equation
X (X − r)    (X − (m− 1)r) = X (X − 1)    (X − m+ 1) (4)
is asymptotically R= [m2(1− r)]=[2 log()] when m tends to innity. Here log is the
usual natural logarithm.
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Note: For xed r>2 and  2 ]0; 1[, we see that there is a suciently large m such
that the largest root of (4) is strictly less than m2r=[2 log(−1)].
Proof. If we let
Fm(X ) =
X (X − r)(X − 2r)    (X − (m− 1)r)
X (X − 1)(X − 2)    (X − m+ 1) ;
then by the use of Stirling’s formula for estimating n! for large n, together with the
Taylor expansion of log(1 + t) around t = 0, we get
Fm(m2rY ) =
rm(m2Y )!(m2rY − m)!
(m2rY )!(m2Y − m)! !m!1 e
1=2((1− r)=rY ):
We note that this limit value is equal to  when Y = (1− r)=(2r log ).
Let A and B be real numbers such that A< (1 − r)=(2r log )<B. Since the map
Y 7! 12 ((1− r)=rY ) is increasing we get 12 ((1− r)=rA)<< 12 ((1− r)=rB). Hence we
can nd m0 such that
Fm(m2rA)<<Fm(m2rB) (5)
for all m>m0. For r;  given let m1>m0 be such that [m2(1− r)]=(2 log )> (m− 1)r
for all m>m1. Consider now a xed m>m1.
 Since the map Y 7! Fm(m2rY ) is continuous we get from (5) that there is a real zm
in the open interval ]A;B[ such that Fm(m2rzm) = .
 Since m2rB> [m2(1 − r)]=(2 log )> (m − 1)r and (d=dX )Fm(X )> 0 for X>
(m− 1)r we have that Fm(X ) is increasing for X>m2rB and hence Fm(X )−  has
no real root greater than m2rB.
We conclude that the largest real root, Rm, of the equation Fm(X ) =  is contained in
the interval [m2rzm;m2rB[ ]m2rA;m2rB[, or in other words, (Rm=m2r) 2 ]A;B[. This
holds for all m>m1; hence,
lim
m!1
Rm
m2r
=
1− r
2r log 
:
In order for R to satisfy (2), it is sucient by Lemma 3.3, that R satises Rt−1(R=rm )

> (Rt−1=x)( Rm), that is to say (
R=r
m )
> (1=x)( Rm). Note that this condition does not
depend on the dimension t at all. From condition (2) we therefore extract a new and
more simple condition on R that, together with (3), ensures that the set S contains an
m-box in [R]t :
R=r
m

>
1
x

R
m

; (6)
where x is some integer variable <R. Since both sides of (6) are polynomials of
degree m, we see that in order for (6) to hold for all suciently large R, we must
have x> rm. Since now (6) can be written in the form
R(R− r)    (R− (m− 1)r)> r
m
x
R(R− 1)    (R− m+ 1);
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we have by Lemma 3.4, that for large enough m, it suces for R to satisfy R>m2r=
[2 log(x=rm)] in order for (6) to hold.
Hence we see that from (3) and (6), that if x> rm, and
R>max

Pt−1(m; x);
m2r
2 log(x=rm)

then every dRt=re-subset of [R]t contains a t-dimensional m-box. Hence for large m,
we get an inductive condition that bounds Pt(m; r), and hence also Rt(m; r):
P1(m; r) = (m− 1)r + 1
Pt(m; r)6 min
x>rm

max

Pt−1(m; x);
m2r
2 log(x=rm)

: (7)
Since Rt(m; r)6Pt(m; r) we get from (7) the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5. For r; t>1 we have
lim sup
m2N

Rt(m; r)
mrmt−1

61:
Proof. We will prove that the statement of the theorem holds for Pt(m; r). The theorem
is clearly true when the dimension t=1. We assume that r; t>2, that m is suciently
large and proceed by induction on t:
Assume Pt−1(m; r)6at−1(m)rm
t−2
where limm!1 at−1(m)=m = 1. From (7) we get
for t>2
Pt(m; r)6 min
x>rm

max

at−1(m)xm
t−2
;
m2r
2 log(x=rm)

:
We note that f(x) = at−1(m)xm
t−2
is increasing with limx!1 f(x) =1 and g(x) =
m2r=[2 log(x=rm)] is decreasing for x> rm with limx!1 g(x)=0 and limx!rm+ g(x)=1.
Hence there is exactly one x> rm which would give the optimal bound for Pt(m; r),
namely the x>rm satisfying f(x) = g(x). Let us examine this solution x:
If we let y = x=rm and hence y 2 ]1;1[, then the equation f(x) = g(x) becomes
ym
t−2
log y =
m2r
2at−1(m)rm
t−1 : (8)
We will show that the solution y is ‘close’ to 1. Since t log t>t − 1 for all t > 0
we have for all y> 1 that log y>1− 1=y>1− 1=ymt−2 . Hence, the solution y0 to the
equation
ym
t−2 − 1 = ymt−2

1− 1
ymt−2

=
m2r
2at−1(m)rm
t−1
will be larger than the solution y of (8). Therefore, 1<y<y0 and hence rm<x<
rmy0. Since now f(x) is an increasing function we get that
Pt(m; r)6f(x)<f(rmy0) =

at−1(m) +
m2r
2rmt−1

rm
t−1
:
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Letting at(m)= at−1(m)+m2r=2rm
t−1
we get that Pt(m; r)6at(m)rm
t−1
where limm!1
at(m)=m= 1, which completes the induction and hence proves our theorem.
Remark. (i) mrm
t−1
is the best asymptotic bound that (7) can yield for Pt(m; r). (ii)
Looking at the inductive denition for at(m) in the last paragraph of the above proof,
we get that
at(m)− m= at(m)− a1(m) =
t−1X
i=1
(ai+1(m)− ai(m))6
t−1X
i=1
m2r
2rmi
and since
Pt−1
i=1 1=r
mi < 1=(rm − 1)< 2=rm we get in particular that
Rt(m; r)6Pt(m; r)6

m+
m2
rm−1

rm
t−1
for suciently large m.
4. Discrepancy
In this section we investigate a phenomenon related to the one of the preceding
sections, namely the discrepancy of two-dimensional m-boxes in [R]2. Let BRm :=fA
B : A; B [R]; jAj= jBj=mg be the set of these boxes. Discrepancy measures how well
[R]2 can be colored with two colors such that all boxes are roughly split into equal
parts by the two color-classes, that is, given m and R we try to determine
dRm :=disc(BRm) = min
f:[R]2!f−1;+1g
max
B2BRm
jf(B)j;
where f(B) :=
P
b2B f(b). In Section 3 we showed that for m2
m . R we have a
monochromatic m-box, that is, dRm=m2. This marks the extreme case occurring when
m is very small compared to R. Here we are interested in the case when m is larger
compared to R. It turns out that also for relatively large m there is always a ‘badly’
colored m-box (of discrepancy (m3=2), if m< 12R is a constant fraction of R.) The
precise results are collected in the Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below. We start with an upper
bound.
Theorem 4.1 (Upper bound). dRm62m3=2
p
log(eR=m) for all m6R.
Proof. For any set-system consisting of M sets of size at most N we know that its
discrepancy is less or equal
p
2N log(2M) [1, Theorem 1:1, p. 186]. Since m!> (m=e)m
we have
dRm6
vuut2m2 log
 
2

R
m
2!
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6
vuut2m2 log
 
eR
m
2m!
= 2m3=2
s
log

eR
m

:
Our lower bound is not far from the above result:
Theorem 4.2 (Lower bound). For m6 12R we have
dRm>m3=2

1− 2m
R− 1
r
1− m
R− 1 − 3m:
More specically; if m6 12 (R− 1)2=3 we have
dRm>min
(
m3=2
s
2
5 log2

R
2m3=2

− 4m; (m− 1)
2
3
− 4m
)
:
To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let d6m6R be given. Among all colorings f : [R] ! f−1; 1g the
number of m-subsets of [R] having discrepancy at most d is maximal if and only if
the color classes of f deviate in size by at most one.
Proof. Set D :=fi 2 [ − d; d]jm + i eveng. Obviously, the number of subsets of [R]
having discrepancy at most d with respect to a given coloring f depends only on the
sizes of the color classes. Hence for R1; R26R such that R1 + R2 = R
(R1; R2) :=
X
i2D

R1
1
2 (m− i)

R2
1
2 (m+ i)

is the number of these sets. Assume 16R16R2. Using induction is suces to show
(R1; R2)>(R1 − 1; R2 + 1). Set d0 = maxD. Then we have
(R1; R2)− (R1 − 1; R2 + 1)
=
X
i2D

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− i)− 1

+

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− i)

R2
1
2 (m+ i)

−
X
i2D

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− i)

R2
1
2 (m+ i)− 1

+

R2
1
2 (m+ i)

=
X
i2D

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− i)− 1

R2
1
2 (m+ i)

−
X
i2D

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− i)

R2
1
2 (m+ i)− 1

=

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− d0)− 1

R2
1
2 (m+ d0)

−

R1 − 1
1
2 (m− d0)

R2
1
2 (m+ d0)− 1

> 0:
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Now let us prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof. Let R and d6m6 12R be given. Let f : [R]
2 ! f−1;+1g be any coloring.
Our general approach is the following: For a row fig[R] [R]2 estimate the number
of sets fig  B0 of size m that have discrepancy jf(fig  B0)j at least d. Call nd the
minimum possible number of these sets among all colorings f : [R]2 ! f−1;+1g.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that for any f there are at least 12nd such
sets with f(figB0)>d. We will nd conditions that imply 12ndR> (m− 1)( Rm). We
conclude from the pigeon{hole principle that in that case there are m dierent numbers
ik ; k 2 [m] and an m-set B0 [R], such that f(fikg  B0)>d for all k 2 [m]. Thus,
fi1; : : : ; img  B0 is an m-box having discrepancy at least md.
Let us rst assume that R and m are both even. We will deal with the other values
of m and R at the very end of this proof. Since a set M of even size always has an
even discrepancy d= jf(M)j with regard to all colorings f, we only need to consider
even d>2. By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that both color classes of f are of size R=2.
We will estimate nd in two ways. Which one is better depends on whether m6 12R, or
more specically m6 12R
2=3.
Case 1: We start with the easier and more general case m6 12R. Clearly, we have
nd =

R
m

−
d=2−1X
i=−d=2+1
 R
2
m
2 − i
 R
2
m
2 + i

>

R
m

− (d− 1)
 R
2
m
2
2
:
It suces therefore to nd the largest d such that
1
2R
 
R
m

− (d− 1)
 R
2
m
2
2!
> (m− 1)

R
m

;
or equivalently
d− 1<

1− 2(m− 1)
R

R
m
 R
2
m
2
−2
:
Dene
g(n; m) :=
p
np
2m(n− m)
 n
m
m n
n− m
n−m
: (9)
From a sharp version of the Stirling formula
p
2n( ne )
n e1=(12n+1)<n!<
p
2n( ne )
n
e(1=12n) due to Robbins [6] we see that for all 16m6 12n we have e
−1=6mg(n; m)6
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( nm)6g(n; m). Using this we get
(1− 2(m−1)R )

R
m

 R
2
m
2
2 > (1−
2(m−1)
R )e
−1=6mg(R;m)
g(R2 ;
m
2 )
2
=
r
m
2
e−1=6m

1− 2(m−1)R
q
1− mR :
We may assume m>10 as otherwise our bound is negative and there is nothing to
prove. Hence a sucient condition for the existence of an m-box of discrepancy md
is that d − 16 65
p
m(1 − 2m=R)p1− m=R. Choosing d even and maximal we get
d> 65
p
m(1− 2m=R)p1− m=R− 1 and hence dRm> 65m3=2(1− 2m=R)p1− m=R− m.
Case 2: We will now consider the more specic case when m6 12R
2=3. In this situ-
ation, it is advantageous to estimate
nd>2
 R
2
m−d
2
 R
2
m+d
2

:
We use the elementary fact that for t > 1 the function t 7! (1 − 1=t)t is monotone
increasing and tends to 1e . In particular, we have
1
46(1 − 1=t)t < 12 for all t>2. We
have therefore
a(x) :=

x2
x2 − d2
x=2
>2d
2=2x for x>d> 0; (10)
b(x) :=

x − d
x + d
(d−1)=2
>4[d(d−1)]=(x+d) for x> 3d> 0: (11)
Assume that m> 3d. We now nd a condition on d that will imply 12nd> (m−1)( Rm).
Using the Stirling formula we get
1
2nd
(m− 1)

R
m
 > R
 R
2
m−d
2
 R
2
m+d
2

(m− 1)

R
m

>
Re−1=[6=(m−d)=2]g(R2 ;
m−d
2 )e
−1=[6=(m+d)=2]g(R2 ;
m+d
2 )
(m− 1)g(R;m)
=
p
R(R− m)  cRpm  a(m)b(m)a(R− m)b(R− m)
(R− m+ d)(m− 1)(m+ d) ;
where c =
q
2
 e
−2m=[3(m2−d2)].
By (10) and (11) we have a(x)b(x)>2(d
2=2x)4−[d(d−1)]=(x+d)> 2−3d
2=2x for x> 3d.
Since m> 3d we have
p
R(R− m)=(R−m+d)> 1 and pm=[(m−1)(m+d)]> 34m−3=2.
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Hence we get
1
2nd
(m− 1)

R
m
> 3
4
c
R
m3=2
2−3d
2=2(1=m+1=(R−m)):
We may assume m>14. Hence,
c =
r
2
 e
−2m
3(m2−d2)>
r
2
 e
−3=4m> 34 and
1
m
+
1
R− m6
9
10
1
m :
Therefore, we get
1
2nd
(m− 1)

R
m
> 9
16
R
m3=2
2−5d
2=3m:
Thus, our condition 12ndR> (m − 1)( Rm) is fullled when we have m> 3d and
9
16
R
m3=2 2
−5d2=3m>1, that is to say, that for all even d such that d<m=3 and d6q
3
5m log2(
9
16R=m
3=2), there exists an m-box of discrepancy md. Hence there is an
even d such that d>
q
3
5m log2(
9
16R=m
3=2) − 2 or d>m=3 − 2. Therefore, we have
dRm>minfm3=2
q
3
5 log2(
9
16R=m
3=2)− 2m;m2=3− 2mg.
Until now we have only considered R and m to be even. We will now consider
general values of R and m. If f : [R]2 ! f−1;+1g is a coloring, then by restriction,
we get a coloring [R− 1]2 ! f−1;+1g, and hence we have dRm>dR−1 m. Also, note
that an (m− 1)-box of discrepancy dR m−1 in [R]2 will yield an m-box of discrepancy
at least dR m−1 − (2m − 1), simply by adding a vertical and horizontal line to our
(m− 1)-box. Hence dR m>dR m−1 − 2m+ 1. Therefore, we have
dRm> 65 (2bm2 c)3=2(1− 2mR−1 )
q
1− mR−1 − 3m; (12)
for all m6 12R and
dRm>min
(
(m− 1)3=2
s
3
5
log2

9
16
R− 1
m3=2

− 4m; (m−1)23 − 4m
)
:
for all m6 12 (R− 1)2=3. From m>10 in the rst case and m>14 in the second we get
the theorem.
Theorem 4.4. For all R 2 N ; the discrepancy dR of the hypergraph of all m-boxes
in [R]2 is bounded by
1
15R
3=2 − 45R6dR62R3=2:
Proof. Note that the lower bound is trivial for R6144. For the remaining values taking
m= 14(R− 1) in Eq. (12) of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is enough.
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For the upper proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and get
dR6
vuut2R2 log
 
2
RX
m=1

R
m
2!
6
p
2R2 log(22R+1)
6
p
2R2(2R+ 1) log(2)
< 2R3=2:
Note that we actually computed the upper bound of the hypergraph of all rectangles
in [R]2, but the loss is marginal.
We may remark that these constants could be improved a little. In particular by using
another probabilistic argument (not published yet), the upper bounds can be lowered
by a factor of about
p
2.
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